INTRODUCTION:

Hitler is supposed to have said that if you tell a lie for the purpose of propaganda, tell a BIG one!

Because the BIGGER the lie is, the more people are apt to believe it, because they cant possibly believe you'd dare tell such a big lie if it wasn't the truth!

So the Devil was Smart with EVOLUTION! --
He told THE BIG LIE:

In the beginning, God didn't create the Heavens and the Earth; it was some kind of big accident--forces working on materials and...blah, blah,blah,blah,

Therefore, man is merely a beast who evolved from lower forms of beasts over millions of years from one species to another,blah,blah,blah,blah,

Evolution is now referred to as "The Great Principle" of Biology. According to the DICTIONARY that means a "foundation truth", a Fact.
There is no proof, therefore it must be believed, therefore it is a faith, therefore it is a religion!

Even Charles Darwin, the high-priest of this new false faith, confessed: "When we descend to details, we can prove no one species has changed... nor can we prove that the supposed changes are beneficial, which is the groundwork of the theory."

Darwin's ardent apostle, Thomas H. Huxley also admitted: "I beg you to once more recollect that I have no right to call my opinion anything but an act of philosophical faith."

So Evolution is really a religion of unbelief in God!

This was made evident at the Chicago Darwinian Centennial in 1959 when Sir Julian Huxley addressed his sermon to the congregation of 2,500 delegates:

"Evolution had no room for the supernatural... we all accept the fact of evolution... evolution of life is no longer a theory. It is a fact, the basis of all our thinking."

But "that can't be proven isn't a fact!"

This assumption is completely contrary to a universally accepted and proven law of science known as the Second Law of Thermodynamics, which states that: "All processes (left to themselves) go towards a greater state of disorder, disorganisation, disarrangement and less complexity."
In other words, THINGS naturally tend to DECAY.

**EVOLUTION** claims exactly the OPPOSITE to this law.

Even if elements could arrange themselves into a certain definite pattern, as is necessary for life, they could NOT make themselves a Living Cell because LIFE is NOT a mere physical arrangement of chemicals!

"The probability of life originating from accident," says Princeton University Professor of Biology Edwin Conklin, "is comparable to the probability of the unabridged dictionary resulting from an explosion in a printing shop."

As for the "simple cell", from which the Evolutionists say all living creatures have evolved:

Evolutionist Loren Eiseley likewise admitted in his book, "The Immense Journey": "Intensified effort revealed that even the supposedly simple amoeba was a complex, self-operating chemical factory...

"Look" Magazine declared "THE CELL IS AS COMPLICATED AS NEW YORK CITY."

...The notion that it was a simple blob, the discovery of whose chemical composition would enable us instantly to set the life process in operation, turned out to be, at best, a monstrous caricature of the truth.

**CAN YOU IMAGINE:**

A DICTIONARY... A CHEMICAL FACTORY...

OR NEW YORK CITY...

..coming into existence by itself—(POOF)—without any assistance from an intelligent designer, planner or creator?

Such is the "logic" of evolution's imaginary assumption that the infinitely complex "simple" cell accidently came together and came alive by blind unguided chance!

Commenting on this assumption, the British biologist Woodger said, "It is simple dogmatism—asserting that what you want to believe, did in fact happen."

The absurdity of this evolutionary logic is only amplified as we move on to the even more complex multi-celled forms of life!
The EXISTENCE of SPECIES!

According to evolution, today's plant and animal species are merely transitional forms, part of an endless chain whose links are continually changing into more advanced stages.

For this reason Darwin regarded the classification "species" as "...a mere useless abstraction...one arbitrarily given for the sake of convenience." 

This is in direct contradiction to God's Word which states that all living creatures were created "after their kind" and able to bring forth seed or fruit "after their kind." *

WE'VE NEVER HEARD YET, AND THEY'VE NEVER PROVED YET THAT ANY DOG EVER BECAME A CAT OR A CAT A DOG! There are all kinds of dogs and all kinds of cats, but there are no dog-cats and no cat-dogs! Because God created everything "after its own kind" and they can't possibly get out of that kind.

These facts even disturbed Darwin, who questioned: "Why, if species have descended from the other species by fine gradation, do we not everywhere see innumerable transitional forms? Why is not all nature in confusion, instead of the species being, as we see them, well defined?" *

The answer to Charles' question is simple! All he had to do was read Genesis Chapter One, and he could've known that species have not descended from other species, but were created by God in orderly, set "kinds" and that's why all nature is not in confusion!

HYBRIDS!

But haven't the scientists working with genetics produced new species of hybrid plants and animals? Doesn't this prove that entirely new species could evolve from interbreeding between different parent species? NO!

The accepted definition among the scientific community of a "species" is:

A GROUP OF ORGANISMS THAT FREELY INTERBREED AND PRODUCE FERTILE OFFSPRING.

The rare hybrids that can be produced are not "fertile offspring", but are sterile! As the Collegiate Encyclopedia acknowledges:

"The infertility of species hybrids is one mechanism by which species can remain distinct." *

In other words, GOD HIMSELF HAS PLACED THE BARRIER OF STERILITY AGAINST THE MIXING UP OF HIS ORIGINAL APPOINTED "KINDS".

A good example is the mule, which is a species hybrid between a male ass and a female horse.

Although outwardly appearing to be a new species, or "kind", it is impossible for a male and female mule to reproduce mule offspring. The only way is to continually cross a male ass with a female horse.

This God-ordained biological principle was verified by the famous evolutionary professor of zoology, Richard B. Goldschmidt, who wrote, "Nowhere have the limits of the species been transgressed, and these limits are separated from the limits of the next good species by the unbridged gap, sterility." *
WHAT ABOUT THE EXTENSIVE RADIATION EXPERIMENTS THAT HAVE PRODUCED ACTUAL MUTATIONS AND CHANGES IN CREATURES SUCH AS THE FRUIT FLY?

Isn't this ample evidence to prove that similar mutations could be the "chief building blocks of evolutionary change" as Sir Julian Huxley has called them, and as most scientists and educators today claim them to be?

NONE OF THE MANY THOUSANDS OF SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS WITH MUTATIONS HAVE EVER PRODUCED A NEW "KIND" OR SPECIE OF ANIMAL OR PLANT - NEVER!

As far as mutational changes being the "chief building blocks" of evolution, Hermann J. Muller, who won the 1946 Nobel Prize for his contributions to the science of genetics (for his work with our little friend the fruit fly) said, "IN MORE THAN 99 PERCENT OF CASES THE MUTATION OF A GENE PRODUCES SOME KIND OF HARMFUL EFFECT, SOME DISTURBANCE OF FUNCTION." Most mutations are bad; in fact, good ones are so rare that we may consider them ALL as BAD.

To illustrate the effect of gene mutations on an organism, H. Kalmus stated in his book, "Genetics", "A popular comparison would be with a watch; if a part of the mechanism is altered by some change, it is very unlikely that the watch will be improved by the accident."
A CLEAR-CUT EXAMPLE OF THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF GENE MUTATIONS OCCURRED IN HIROSHIMA AND NAGASAKI, JAPAN, AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II.

The members of the populace that escaped immediate death from the hellish atomic bombs used against these cities were subjected to varying degrees of atomic radiation—resulting in thousands of mutations.

None of these mutations produced any new, superior, advanced forms of human beings as evolution might lead us to expect. Instead, the pitiful victims of these gene mutations suffered deformities, damage and death!

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS CAN ALSO CAUSE MUTATIONS, as countless victims today can sadly testify!

One of the most widely known instances of this in recent years was the widely publicised case (some are not publicised) of the tranquilizer THALIDOMIDE.

Again, none of these chemically-induced mutations were beneficial to the “human species”, but rather resulted in cruelly-deformed babies, many without arms or legs!

These tragic examples certainly affirm the assertion of Dr. W.E. Lammerts, former director of research for Germain's Seed Company, that “Biologically, ALL mutations are defective”.

They are by no means the purely theoretical “building blocks of evolution” that some liars claim them to be.

TRUE COMIX PRESENTS
“THE BIG LIE” of EVOLUTION
A FOSSIL RECORD!

IF THIS BIG, RIDICULOUS, IDIOTIC LIE, THIS COMPLICATED, FABRICATED FRAMEWORK OF FICTION CALLED EVOLUTION WERE TRUE, THEN THERE SHOULD BE MORE MISSING LINKS DUG UP THAN ANYTHING ELSE!

If there were billions of years of evolution, we'd be up to our ears in missing links!

EVEN DARWIN REALISED THIS, and so said:

“...As by this theory innumerable transitional forms ("links") must have existed, why do we not find them embedded in countless numbers in the crust of the earth?... The number of intermediate and transitional links between all living and extinct species must have been inconceivably great.”

But, since Charles was not one to let facts get in his way, he answered his own question:

“I believe the answer lies in the (geological) record being incomparably less perfect than is generally supposed.”
BUT NOW, 120 YEARS LATER, DARWIN'S EXCUSE IS TOTALLY RIDICULOUS!

Literally hundreds of millions of fossils have been extracted from all fossil-bearing rock strata and none of them are "transitional forms" or missing links—they all obviously belong to a definite species! In fact, it is estimated that over 100,000 different, distinct species of fossils have been found and categorized! YET NO "LINKS"!

A.S. Romer, professor of zoology at Harvard University, recently summed up the present situation when he said, "LINKS ARE MISSING JUST WHERE WE MOST FERVENTLY DESIRE THEM, AND IT IS ALL TOO PROBABLE THAT MANY 'LINKS' WILL CONTINUE TO BE MISSING".

Darwin claimed that:

"The Simiidae (monkeys) branched off into 2 great stems, The New World and The Old World monkeys; and from the latter, at a remote period, Man, the wonder and glory of the universe, proceeded."

However, THE SCIENTISTS SOON FOUND IT IMPOSSIBLE to reconstruct a halfway believable evolutionary chain showing man rising from the ape family, so—"WE have to cook up a NEW THEORY!

NOW, the modern evolutionists believe that man came not from the apes, but from the snakes!
NOW the modern evolutionists believe that man came not from the apes, but from an older, more primitive primate who was the common ancestor of both apes and man! BUT as far as any fossil evidence to prove this new theory, "New Scientist" magazine commented: "The unmistakable correspondence between man and anthropoids points clearly to a common ancestor. BUT IT HAS NOT YET BEEN FOUND AND WE MAY HAVE SOME DIFFICULTY IN RECOGNIZING IT." 23

The prominent evolutionists who wrote the book "The Primates" confessed, "Unfortunately, the early stages of man's evolutionary progress along his individual line remain a total mystery." 24

"So, let's take a look at these "monkey-men".

**The Australopithecines."* ("southern man-apes")

Although their brains were only a third as large as modern man, it is theorised that they were toolmakers and therefore men.

But even many evolutionists dispute this! Famed anthropologist J.T. Robinson claims that the toolmaking was not done by these so-called "man-apes" at all but by true men.***

"Evolutionist LeGros Clark warned: "...there is no certain evidence that they possessed any of the special attributes which are commonly associated with the human beings of today." 27

Evolutionist R.L. Lehman wrote: "Australopithecus was merely an upright intelligent ape, not a man. The small braincase bearing heavy ridges over the eyes... was like that of any ape." 28

The next most important on the list is "Pithecanthropus Erectus", affectionately known as "Java Man" for short. He was discovered by Professor E. Dubois, a follower of Ernst Haeckel* (a German evolutionist who concocted and was caught in several "scientific" frauds.)

"Little does the uninformed person realize that Java Man was "reconstructed" from only a fragment of a skullcap, 3 teeth and one thighbone... found over 50 feet apart in an old riverbed in Java!

\*Haeckel openly praised and perpetrated evolutionary theory as a "breakthrough which he hoped to destroy Christianity and all paths to God and was the first to dream of the imaginary, evolutionary "family tree"."
Neither do they tell you, as does the 1949 textbook "Mankind So far" that after the World had accepted Dr. Dubois' "link", "One voice alone now cried that: the Java Man was not a man, but a giant, tree-walking GIBBON!..."

*The FACTS he was "studying":

1891-- FOUND THE SKULL CAP OF AN ORANGUTAN.
1892-- FOUND HUMAN THIGHBONE-- AND 2 HUMAN SKULLS!
1898-- FOUND ONE HUMAN TOOTH AND 2 MONKEY TEETH (FOUND AT NEARLY THE SAME LEVEL AS THE MONKEY SKULL!)

Dr. Dubois PhD "studied" the 2 human skulls for 30 YEARS!

In 1906, 10,000 cubic yards of soil was sifted where Dubois had dug - nothing similar was found!

In 1907 someone discovered that all the soil was only 500 years old!

**The skull was taken from a Medieval graveyard! Teihard de Chardin is believed to be the accomplice.**

**NEXT:** THE "PILTDOWN MAN", OR EGAANTHROPUS DAWSON!

The "Encyclopedia Britanica", 1946 edition reported: "THE DISCOVERY WHICH RANKS NEXT IN IMPORTANCE was made by Mister Charles Dawson at Piltdown, Sussex, between the years 1911 and 1915. He found the greater part of the left half of a deeply-mineralized human skull, also part of the right half; the right half of the lower jaw...carrying the first and second molar teeth..."

"...Amongst British authorities there is now agreement that the skull and the jaw are parts of the same individual."31

HOWEVER, it was later found out that the resurrection of the Piltdown Man involved considerable monkey business! "Science Newsletter" tells us: "ONE OF THE MOST FAMOUS FAKES EXPOSED BY SCIENTIFIC PROOF WAS PILTDOWN MAN, found in Sussex, England...and thought by some to be 500,000 years old.

After much controversy it turned out to be not a primitive man at all, but a composite of a skull of a modern man and the jawbone of an ape...The jawbone had been doctored with bichromate of potash and iron to make it look mineralized."32

**The skull was taken from a Medieval grave yard! Teihard de Chardin is believed to be the accomplice.**
EVEN THE TEETH REVEALED SOME NOT-TOO-PRIMITIVE DENTAL WORK: FILED DOWN TO LOOK OLDER!
"Readers Digest" pointed out: "Every important piece proved a forgery. Piltdown Man was a fraud from start to finish!"

The next "gentleman" on this imaginary journey down the non-existent road from monkey to man is "NEANDERTHAL MAN".

He is usually pictured very hairy, ape-like and moronic-looking, just what you'd EXPECT a "MISSING LINK" to look like! But "The Collegiate Encyclopedia" wrote: "As a consequence of preconceived notions as to what Neanderthal Man should have looked like, an unfortunate MYTH has been perpetuated... traditionally represented with a bull neck, knock knees, a stooped gait, and a rather bestial appearance. The TRUTH is that Neanderthal Man had NONE of these traits, he walked ERERECT, and his appearance was NOT LESS BENIGN (kind and gentle) THAN THAT OF CONTEMPORARY MAN!"

A remarkable fact about Neanderthal Man is that in males, brain volume varied between 1475 cc and 1641 cc, with an average of 1553 cc. The average brain volume of modern man is about 1350 cc. Thus, the average size of the brain in Neanderthal Man was substantially greater than it is in contemporary man."

ANOTHER DISTURBING PROBLEM FOR EVOLUTIONISTS: The remains of modern-type man have been found in the SAME ROCK STRATA AND OLDER ROCK STRATA than the so-called "PREHISTORIC" MEN!

Professor A.M. Winchester said in his book, "Biology and its Relationship to Mankind", "The remains of Swanscombe Man and Kajjera Man in Africa, and others, suggest that true man (modern type) may have existed as... a CONTEMPORARY OF HOMO ERECTUS (JAVA MAN)"." 36 (at the same time.)

Other remains of modern-type men found in a LOWER, OLDER layer than their supposedly more primitive "prehistoric ancestors" were unearthed in 1947 at Fonte Chevade, France.

"The Collegiate Encyclopedia" states: "In Fonte Chevade Man we have the EVIDENCE THAT HOMO SAPIENS (MODERN MAN) ACTUALLY PRECEDED NEANDERTHAL MAN IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE."
SO HERE THE EVOLUTIONISTS HAVE TO ADMIT THAT "HOMO SAPIENS", normal modern-type human beings, WERE RUNNING AROUND AT THE SAME TIME AS THE PITHECANTHROPINES (JAVA MAN) AND BEFORE THE NEANDERTHALS—BOTH OF WHOM WE ARE SUPPOSED TO HAVE EVOLVED FROM!! HA!

ADAM! THOSE APES ARE IN MY MELON!! PATCH AGAIN!

In other words, Man DIDN'T DESCEND from these walking apes but they CO-EXISTED at the SAME TIME as DIFFERENT, DISTINCT SPECIES! Man is the same now as he was then and the APES would be too but they became EXTINCT! Of course, confirmed evolutionists would NEVER accept such EVIDENCE!

RIDICULOUS! It takes MORE FAITH to believe evolution—this incredible, fictitious, confused, self-contradicting fairy-tale of man's origins, than it does to accept God's simple, beautiful, inspired explanation in His Word!

In the New Testament it says, "THE FIRST MAN ADAM WAS MADE A LIVING SOUL." (I Cor. 15:45) Adam was the first man; not the end of a long process of evolution. Adam was made, he didn't grow or evolve, but was made a living soul!

"SO GOD CREATED MAN IN HIS OWN IMAGE, (then he repeats it so you'll get the point) IN THE IMAGE OF GOD CREATED HE HIM, male and female created He them." (Gen 1:27) Adam didn't look like some ape-man or monkey, or fish, or bird; but God made man like Himself, in many ways, as an illustration of Himself.


Which was first—the man or the life? The fully-formed BODY of Adam was there before God breathed life into it. And until then it was just a dead body, stone cold dead, NOT DEVELOPED FROM A LITTLE BIT OF JELLY, BUT A FULLY-FORMED GROWN MAN, made out of dust, mud! God breathed into his nostrils and man, at last, became a living soul!

Petroleum geologist J.A. Jeletzky wrote, “The FOSSILS and their presumed evolutionary sequence provide the SOLE BASIS for the division of rocks into time units.”

I know my bone is 5 million years old. Cause my friend the Paleontologist here told me the ground I found it in is 5 million years old!

And I know my ground is 5 million years old. Cause my friend the Evolutionist told me his fossil is 5 million years old!

And you know we both can’t be wrong!

One liar supporting his lies in the light of another liar!

Blind teachers of the blind, both falling into the ditch! (Mat. 5:14)

**NOTE:** WE ARE NOT TALKING ABOUT TRUE SCIENCE, like true geology, which is not guesswork but facts; we are talking about the guesswork of palaeontology, the geologists that went out on a limb and started guessing about how it got here, and how long the rocks have been there, etc., which is all pure fabrication and guesswork!

### The AGE of the EARTH!

**The Proof of the Age of the Earth! Creation Only 6000 Years Ago**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Genealogy</th>
<th>Early Age</th>
<th>Actual Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:12</td>
<td>The Creation of Adam</td>
<td>6 days</td>
<td>4220 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:5</td>
<td>Birth of Adam to birth of Seth</td>
<td>130 yrs.</td>
<td>4080 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:9</td>
<td>Birth of Seth to birth of Enos</td>
<td>130 yrs.</td>
<td>4060 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:12</td>
<td>Birth of Enos to birth of Cain</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>3930 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:15</td>
<td>Birth of Cain to birth of Mahalalel</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>3765 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:18</td>
<td>Birth of Mahalalel to birth of Jared</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>3600 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:20</td>
<td>Birth of Jared to birth of Enoch</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>3435 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:23</td>
<td>Birth of Enoch to birth of Methuselah</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>3270 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 5:26</td>
<td>Birth of Methuselah to birth of Lamech</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>3105 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 7:10</td>
<td>Birth of Lamech to birth of Noah</td>
<td>165 yrs.</td>
<td>2940 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:10</td>
<td>The Flood to the birth of Arphaxad</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>2672 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:13</td>
<td>Birth of Arphaxad to birth of Salah</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>2520 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:14</td>
<td>Birth of Salah to birth of Eber</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>2368 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:16</td>
<td>Birth of Eber to birth of Peleg</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>2227 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:18</td>
<td>Birth of Peleg to birth of Reu</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>2086 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:20</td>
<td>Birth of Reu to birth of Serug</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1945 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:22</td>
<td>Birth of Serug to birth of Nahor</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1804 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:24</td>
<td>Birth of Nahor to birth of Terah</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1663 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 11:26</td>
<td>Birth of Terah to birth of Abram</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1522 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 25:12</td>
<td>Birth of Abram to birth of Isaac</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1381 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 25:26</td>
<td>Birth of Isaac to birth of Jacob</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1240 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen. 47:12</td>
<td>Birth of Jacob to entering Egypt</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>1099 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 12:40</td>
<td>Entering Egypt to Exile</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>958 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh. 8:1</td>
<td>Exodus from Egypt to beginning of Solomon's Temple</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>817 B.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 B.C.</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>646 B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 0</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>464 B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>292 B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>120 B.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>41 A.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4</td>
<td>172 yrs.</td>
<td>21 A.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL YEARS from Creation to today:</td>
<td>6012 yrs.</td>
<td>2008 AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IF PALAEONTOLOGY SAYS THE WORLD IS SIX BILLION YEARS OLD, AND THE BIBLE SAYS SIX THOUSAND, WHICH ARE YOU GOING TO BELIEVE?**

The average church-going systemite thinks, why “science” of course!

...it must be that the Bible is wrong!

**SO EVEN MOST SO-CALLED CHRISTIANS TODAY HAVE TRIED TO COMPROMISE WITH FALSE-SCIENCE!**

...can’t those six days in Genesis have been...?!

It doesn’t seem to occur to them to doubt the sacred cow of Science-falsely-so-called!
WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THESE PEOPLE? IF THEY BELIEVE IN GOD AT ALL, WHY DO THEY SEEM TO THINK HE NEEDED SO MUCH TIME? HE COULDN'T HAVE DONE IT IN SIX MINUTES IF HE'D WANTED TO, BUT HE DIDN'T!

It's like old Dr. Koger used to say:

"God could have made a better berry than the strawberry, but He didn't!"

BOOM! Just like that!

You're going to have to believe in either six straight 24-HOUR DAYS OF CREATION FROM THE BIBLE, OR YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE THE BIBLE'S A LIE!

Because God told the Jews:

"SIX DAYS shalt thou labour and do all thy work: But the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God: in it thou shalt not do any work... For in six days the Lord made Heaven and Earth, the sea and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day." (Ex. 20:9-11)

You have to interpret scripture consistently. You cannot say this means that over here but it means something else over there.

When God says one day he means one regular, normal 24-HOUR DAY! Just like today!—OR YOU DON'T BELIEVE IT AT ALL!

But what about these radioactive dating methods?

Take the CARBON-14 METHOD for an example:

This method is based on the amount of radioactive carbon found in the remains of once-living organisms.

Radioactive carbon (C-14) is a substance formed by the sun's cosmic rays as they enter the Earth's atmosphere.

It is then absorbed only by living plants and animals.

When the organism dies, the C-14 in its remains begins to slowly decay and is not replaced.

Hence, the palaeontologist tries to measure the amounts of C-14 left in his fossil to determine how old it is.

However, "One of the main assumptions of C-14 dating", according to "Science Magazine", is that the atmospheric carbon level has held steady over the age range to which the method applies."

But what if the C-14 level has not held steady? What if it has changed?

"Science Digest" answers: "It most certainly would ruin some of our carefully developed methods of dating things from the past... If the level of carbon-14 was less in the past, due to greater magnetic shielding from cosmic rays, then our estimates of the time that has elapsed since the life of the organism will be too long..."

But what if the C-14 level has not held steady? What if it has changed?
IS EXACTLY WHAT HAS HAPPENED!

THE LEVEL OF CARBON-14 WAS LESS IN THE PAST! Not only due to a greater magnetic shielding, but also due to a great moisture covering which the Bible calls "the waters which were above the firmament" or atmosphere. (See Genesis 1:6,7)

This water-blanket veiled the Earth, protecting it from the powerful cosmic rays!

But during the FLOOD, when God opened up the fountains of the deep and the Heavens poured down and it rained for forty days and forty nights, apparently that envelope of moisture that protected us from those harmful rays was removed.

That's why no one has ever seen a rainbow before - no direct sunlight!

THE FACT THAT THESE "WATERS ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT" DID SHIELD THE EARTH FROM THESE C-14 FORMING COSMIC RAYS IS MADE APPARENT IN THE SCRIPTURES: Immediately after the Flood men's lives were gradually shortened to almost one-tenth of what they were before the Flood!

Now, science has proven that cosmic rays are what cause aging, and finally, along with your sins, bring on death.

That's why people who spend a lot of time in the sun look older than they should!

SO WHAT DOES ALL THIS PROVE?

It proves that their big assumption that the atmospheric radio-carbon level has held steady over the age-range is a false assumption! It has not held steady!

The present atmospheric conditions did NOT exist until after the Flood.

So their "carefully developed methods of dating things from the past" ARE "ruined"!

And their "estimates of the time that has elapsed since the life of the organism" ARE "TOO LONG"!

Even "Science Year" has confessed, "Scientists have found that the C-14 concentration in the air and in the sea HAS NOT REMAINED CONSTANT OVER THE YEARS, as originally supposed."

Another interesting fact is that THEY HAVE NEVER YET FOUND ANY SUBSTANTIAL ARTIFACTS OVER FIVE OR SIX THOUSAND YEARS OLD.

"The World Book Encyclopedia" confessed this by saying: "The earliest records we have of human history go back only about 5000 years."

This is why they always refer to their theoretical time-periods over five or six thousand years ago as "prehistoric", because there is no historical evidence to prove such a time ever existed!

It's all guesswork and speculation designed to support their big fairy tale of EVOLUTION!
WHY EVOLUTION?

"IN THE BEGINNING, GOD." NOT CHAOS, NOT SOME NEBULUS CLOUD OF GASES, BUT "IN THE BEGINNING, GOD CREATED THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH!"

The first verse of the first chapter of the first book of THE Book!

THIS IS THE PREMISE AND PREFACE AND FOUNDATION OF THE ENTIRE BIBLE! If you don't believe this, you can't believe anything!

WHY? What happens in a court of law to the testimony of a witness when one thing he's said is proven to be a LIE?

They throw the whole thing out, even the true part!

If he lied about one thing, maybe he lied about another!

It's the same with the Bible! If you can't believe every word of it, then you can't believe any of it!

JESUS SAID, "HAD YE BELIEVED MOSSES, YE WOULD HAVE BELIEVED ME... BUT IF YE BELIEVE NOT HIS WRITINGS, HOW SHALL YE BELIEVE MY WORDS?" (Jn.5:46,47)

Now, what's the first of Moses' writings, upon which all five books are based?

GENESIS!

WHAT, THEN, DID THE DEVIL KNOW HE HAD TO DO TO PREVENT PEOPLE FROM BELIEVING IN CHRIST?

He knew he had to destroy their belief in the writings of Moses, in the book of GENESIS in particular.

And how did he do it?

By what doctrine or what big lie?

EVOLUTION - HIS GREATEST LIE and greatest manufacture and most clever piece of teaching. As ridiculous and idiotic as anything you could possibly study, because it has NO FOUNDATION IN FACT whatsoever.

The famous contemporary anthropologist, Margaret Mead, said, "We as honest scientists must confess that science has yet to discover one single iota (tiny speck) of concrete evidence to prove evolutionary theory."

GOD'S GREATEST CREDENTIALS, THE GENUINE PROOF OF HIS AUTHORITY, IS HIS CREATION. As Romans 1:20 says, "FOR THE INVISIBLE THINGS OF HIM FROM THE CREATION OF THE WORLD ARE CLEARLY SEEN, BEING UNDERSTOOD BY THE THINGS THAT ARE MADE (His creation, you) EVEN HIS ETERNAL POWER AND GODHEAD, SO THAT THEY ARE WITHOUT EXCUSE!"
THAT'S why the World wants to reject Creation and say it's all just a meaningless, chaotic evolution:

Because if the World and its inhabitants are God's creation, then they are His property—and if they're His property, then He's got the right to be the Boss—and THEY DON'T WANT GOD TO BE BOSS!

Therefore, "they did not like to retain God in their knowledge" (in their education) (Romans 1:28)

"PROFESSING THEMSELVES TO BE WISE, THEY BECAME FOOLS, And changed the glory of God into an image, made like unto... man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts, and creeping things... and worshipped the creature more than the Creator" (Romans 1:22,23,25)

So WHY this ridiculous, idotic scheme of evolution ??? TO GET RID OF GOD, AND THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD !!!

Professor L.T. More, University of Cincinnati,
"Our FAITH in the idea of evolution depends upon our reluctance to accept the antagonistic doctrine of special Creation."

And THAT'S why they cooked up EVOLUTION!

"Our FAITH in the idea of evolution depends upon our reluctance to accept the antagonistic doctrine of special Creation."

THE LOGIC of EVOLUTIONARY THEORY is IF YOU ARE JUST A BEAST THEN LIVE LIKE ONE! After all:

If there is no PLANER,
then there is NO PLAN!

If there is no RULER,
then there are NO RULES!

If there is no JUDGE,
then there is NO JUDGEMENT!

If life is only "the survival of the fittest", then THERE ARE NO CRIMES! If in a "fit" someone kills somebody, why he's the "fittest" and should be allowed to "survive"!

HITLER OBVIOUSLY BELIEVED EVOLUTIONARY PHILOSOPHY: "The whole of nature", he said, "is a continuous struggle between strength and weakness, an eternal victory of the strong over the weak." 

Doubtless, many repressive regimes have found it only too easy and convenient to attribute their mass murders and political purges to "natural selections" elimination of the weak in favour of the strong!
So the Big Lie: Evolution, the biggest lie in the world, is largely responsible for many of the woes and ills that the world is suffering today, including selfishness of economy, confusion of government, mis-handling of justice—one grand, great, awful mess!

And all due to what? Refusal to believe what Moses wrote, particularly Genesis, the book of beginnings! And in rejecting Moses' writings they reject Jesus Christ as well!

So instead of His loving laws of "As ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them" and "THOU SHALT LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR AS THYSELF", all they have is the cruel code of dog-eat-dog SELFISHNESS!

Since people have rejected the STANDARD, they have only their own standard, therefore they don't know what to believe, where they're from, who they are, or where they are going!

They KNOW nothing except, "I exist, therefore I am."

And if they take DRUGS they are not even sure of THAT! — ABSOLUTE CONFUSION!

All because they've lost touch with the only concrete frame of reference, and that is GOD, and His explanation, the Bible. No Book, no standard, nothing... except evolution!

We cannot convince you that evolution is a lie! Because if you haven't got enough sense to see that and appreciate the truth of the Bible, if you would rather believe in evolution than the truth of God's Word, then be deceived and deceived, cause that's what you will be! He said, "Because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved— for this cause God shall send them strong delusions, that they should believe a lie." (2 Thes. 2:10-12)

But if you want God's plain, simple truth, all you have to do is HUMBLE YOURSELF AS A LITTLE CHILD AND ASK HIM TO OPEN YOUR EYES AND COME INTO YOUR LIFE. This is why Jesus said, "I thank Thee, O Father, Lord of Heaven and Earth, that Thou hast hidden these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes!" (Lk. 10:21)

Jesus is the "WAY, THE TRUTH, AND THE LIFE" (Jn. 14:6): PRAY AND ASK HIM TO COME INTO YOUR HEART, FORGIVE YOUR SINS, AND give you a new life, and He will! He promised! "I am the door: if any man enter in by Me, he shall be saved, and shall go in and out, and find pasture." (Jn. 10:15)

In conclusion:

P.S. To those of you who know and love the truth and your fellow man. We hope this lesson will encourage you to STAND UP for your convictions and to take the initiative in ATTACKING with vigorous and vocal PROTEST the diabolical lies of the Devil being spouted with such Satanic venom by high priests of man's vain knowledge in an educational system designed by the Devil to embrace faith and self and make you a devotee of creation rather than its Creator!

So STAND UP FOR THE TRUTH AND FIGHT FOR YOUR FAITH and the truth shall make you FREE. (Jn. 8:32)
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